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VISION

MISSION

• To be an Institution for providing a student with opportunity for 
all round development and education with the aim of effective 
living as a good citizen.

• To be an Institution that facilitates and promotes creativity and 
critical thinking capabilities in its students.

• To provide access to higher education which is affordable to all 
segments of the society with high-quality, innovative and need-
based programmes.

• To produce effective knowledge workers, practitioners who will 
be guided by vision, compassion, knowledge, discipline, 
discovery with deep respect for human values.

• To promote, coordinate and regulate the standards of education 
offered through open and distance learning in the country.

• To develop such workforce that can exhibit the composed and oral 
introduction aptitude for an administration proficient.

To become an institute of par excellence with 
human values and to facilitate individuals 
perform to their potential. Traditionally believing 
that God is the Source of all Truth, Goodness and 
Beauty, Lingaya's Vidyapeeth, wishes to develop 
in students a wisdom that translates academic 
achievements into responsible citizenship, 
sincere professional service and a deep respect 
for life and beauty in God's Creation and 
Recreation.

“Vision without 
Mission is a daydream”

“Mission without 
Vision is a nightmare."

Orientation of input dealers on location-specific crop production technologies of broad-based agriculture with reference to field problems.

Building the capacity of input dealers in efficient handling of Inputs.

To impact knowledge about the laws governing regulation of agricultural Inputs.

To Make input dealers an effective source of farm information at the village level (one stop shop) for the farmers.

To transform practicing input dealers into para-extension professionals thereby strengthening the agricultural extension system so as to enable 
these input dealers to serve the farmers better.

TRANSFORMATION OF INPUT DEALERS INTO PARA 
AGRICULTURE EXTENSION PROFESSIONALS

Diploma in Agriculture Science

In India, there are about 3 lakh practicing agri-input dealers, who are the prime source of farm information to the farmers. The contact point for 

majority of farmers is the agri-input dealers. While purchasing different inputs required for farming operations, the farmer naturally tires to find 

out from the input dealer about the usage of inputs, both in terms of quality and quantity.

However, most of these input dealers do not have formal agricultural education. If these input dealers can be shaped as para-extension 

professionals by providing requisite knowledge, they can professionalise extension services and contribute to bring a paradigm shift in Indian 

Agriculture. So that Government of India issued a Gazette Notification on 1st February, 2017.   

MISSION

OBJECTIVES



COURSE STRUCTURE
Dura�on: One year 

Module-wise course curriculum.

Extension Approaches and Methods.

Seed & Seed Production.

Soil Health Management.

Agro Ecological Situations.

Rainfed Farming.

Crop Production Technology of major local crops.

Irrigation Techniques and their Management.

Weed Management.

Farm Implements and Machinery.

Plant protection and pesticides management. 

Acts, Rules and Regulations related to 

Agricultural Inputs.

Schemes related to Agricultural Sector.

Pest and disease Control in Agriculture.

Other Optional Areas based on requirement.

Eligibility

Enrollment 
of 

Candidates

10th pass, Preference  will be given 
to input dealers.

The enrolment may be done through online 
through university official website or offline 
from Admission office in University campus
at Faridabad, or you may get in touch with 
our Authorised District Admission Executive.
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For admission please give a missed call at: 888246440



FEE STRUCTURE

Total Fee of (Diploma in Agriculture Science is 
Rs. 27000/- (Twenty Seven Thousand Rupees Only).

Fee can be paid maximum in two installments before the start of each semester.

If total fee of both semester is paid at the time of admission then payable
amount will be Rs. 26000/- (Twenty Six Thousand Rupees Only). 

Fee payment can be made through DD/RTGS/NEFT
in favor os “Lingayas Society DAESI”

Bank Account Details is as follows:

A/c NAME: Lingayas Society DAESI

BANK : INDIAN BANK

BRANCH : Saket, New Delhi-110030

Currect A/C N0.: 6551628570

IFSC CODE: IDIB000S097

Kindly note that fee paid once will not be refundable in any case.
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Alumni

100+ Hiring
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CAMPUS:
Nanchauli, Jasana Road, Faridabad-121002

Helpline No.:  9354927772/9963880129

For admission please give a missed call at: 8882464400


